INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE STUDENT DIRECTORY

STUDY PERMIT
Learn about the documents you need and how to apply for/extend your study permit.

MEDICAL HEALTH INSURANCE
Read about the medical system and how to obtain appropriate coverage.

CANADIAN TAX & SOCIAL INSURANCE NUMBER
Review how Canadian tax works and how to apply for a SIN.

BRINGING FAMILY
Obtain immigration documents for your family and find support.
Join our Facebook group and events.

HOUSING
Learn about housing and tenancy law in BC and on-campus or off-campus options.
Still have questions? For on-campus residence, contact Residence & Housing.

ENGLISH AS ADDITIONAL LANGUAGE SUPPORT
Find one of the many support resources on campus.
Still have questions? Contact the International Graduate Student Coordinator at Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies.

AWARDS & SCHOLARSHIPS
Learn about your options.
Still have questions? Contact the Awards Team at Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies.

Still have questions?
Speak with Tomke, our International Graduate Student Coordinator at Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies: gradintl@sfu.ca, 778.782.9284, or drop by MBC 1500.

Still have questions? Speak to an international advisor at International Services for Students (ISS).